EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

We: ABB SACE S.p.A.
Via Statale, 113
22016 Lenno (Como)
Italy

declares under our sole responsibility that the pressure transmitters of 600T and 2600T series, as below specified:

are in compliance with the requirements of 97/23/EC PED Directive

in details, when applicable, have been used for the compliance demonstration, as defined in the annex III of the Directive considering the transmitter as category IV, the D and B modules.

For the D Module has been released by Consorzio RINA OMECO the certificate n° D/1 2002 MI PP 11

For the B Module have been released by Consorzio RINA OMECO the certificates:

n° B/1 2002 MI PP 11 for the models:
611ED, 621ED, 611EE, 621EE, 611EG, 621EG, 611EA, 621EA, 611EH, 621EH, 262DS, 264DS, 262PS, 264PS, 262VS, 264VS, 266DS, 266DS, 266PS, 268PS, 266VS, 268VS, 262DF, 264DF, 262PF, 264PF, 262VF, 264VF

n° B/2 2002 MI PP 11 for the models:
614EG, 624EG, 614EA, 624EA, 262NS, 264NS, 262HS, 264HS, 266NS, 268NS, 266HS, 268HS, 262NF, 264NF, 262HF, 264HF

n° B/3 2002 MI PP 11 for the models:
614EGS, 624EGS, 614EAS, 624EAS, 262HSxT, 264HSxT, 262NSxT, 264NSxT

Lenno, 2nd January 2003

ABB SACE S.p.A.
BU Instrumentation Technical Manager
A. Moroni

ABB SACE S.p.A.
Business Unit Instrumentation
EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

We: ABB SACE S.p.A.
Via Statale, 113
22016 Lenno (Como)
Italy

declares under our sole responsibility that the products:

50T Series: 51G/A, 53G/A, 54G/A, 55G/A

600T Series: 611ED, 621ED, 611EE, 621EE, 611EG, 621EG, 611EA, 621EA,
611EH, 621EH, 621SA, 614EG, 624EG, 614EA, 624EA, 614EGS,
624EGS, 614EAS, 624EDS, 611ES, 621ES, 614ES, 624ES, 621EM,
S6 Seals.

2600T Series: 262DC, 264DC, 262DG, 264DG, 262DL, 264DL, 262DH, 264DH,
262DR, 264DR, 262HC, 264HC, 262HG, 264HG, 262HP, 264HP,
262HR, 264HR, 262NC, 264NC, 262NG, 264NG, 262NP, 264NP,
262NR, 264NR, 268DC, 268DG, 268DL, 268DH, 268DR, 268HC,
268HG, 268HP, 268HR, 268NC, 268NG, 268NP, 268NR, 262G,

Deltapi Series: NAA, NAB, NAD, NAE, NBC, NBD, NDA, NDB, NDC, NDD, N6
Seals

Campo Series: JAA, JAF, JAG, JBA, JBG, JCA, JCF, JCG, BBA, DBT

Others: =18311, WPP, WEP

are in compliance with the requirements of 97/23/CE PED Directive

in accordance with article 3, comma 3, of the Directive itself because designed
following the sound engineering practice (SEP).

Lenno, 1st October 2003

ABB SACE S.p.A.
BU Instrumentation Technical Manager
A. Moroni

ABB SACE S.p.A.
Business Unit Instrumentation
EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

We: ABB SACE S.p.A.
Via Statale, 113
22016 Lenno (Como)
Italy

declares under our sole responsibility that the products:

2600T EN Series (Transmitters models 262/264/266/268, Hand Held Terminal, Field Indicator) in all the communication configurations (4-20 mA + HART®, Profibus, Foundation Fieldbus, Safety)

are in conformity with the following standards:

EN 61000-6-3 (2001) Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Generic standards - Emission standard for residential, commercial and light-industrial environments

according to: EN55022 (2001)

EN 61000-6-2 (2001) Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Generic standards - Immunity for industrial environments

according to: EN 61000-4-2 (2001)
EN 61000-4-3 (2002)
EN 61000-4-4 (2001)
EN 61000-4-5 (2001)
EN 61000-4-6 (2001)

following the provisions of the EMC Directives 89/336/EEC and 93/68/EEC.

Lenno, 2nd January 2003

ABB SACE S.p.A.
BU Instrumentation Technical Manager
A. Moroni

ABB SACE S.p.A.
Business Unit Instrumentation